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Abstract 
This thesis project has been carried out at Linköpings Universitet at the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering. The emphasis of the project lies in the exploration of 
automatic selection of components for a propulsion kit. Specifically for this project, 
propulsion based on electric power and meeting the requirements for use in a Micro 
Aerial Vehicle (MAV). The key features include a systematic selection method based 
on user criterias and a modell for evaluating propeller performance. These are  
implemented in a program written as a part of the project and is the result of the project. 
The conclusion is that it is possible to make a program capable of a component selection 
and that the programs usability is mainly reliant on three factors: model for propeller 
evaluation, method of selection and the quality of the component database. 





Sammanfattning 
Automatiskt val av drivpaket för MAV – Ett designprocessverktyg: Detta 
examensarbete har utförts vid Linköpings universitet på Institutionen för konstruktions- 
och produktionsteknik. Arbetets tonvikt ligger på utforskandet av automatiskt val av 
komponenter för ett drivpaket. Specifikt för detta arbete är drivpaket baserade på 
elektrisk kraft och för användande i en s.k. Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV). 
Huvudområdena är bland annat metod för systematiskt val baserat på användarens 
kriterier samt modell för utvärdering av propellrars prestanda. Dessa implementeras i ett 
program skrivet som en del av projektet och är resultatet av arbetet. Slutsatsen är att det 
är möjligt att göra ett program som är kapabelt att göra ett komponentval och att 
programmets användbarhet främst beror på tre faktorer: modell för propellerutvärdering, 
urvalsmetod och komponentdatabasens kvalité. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Purpose 
The focus of this dissertation has been the propulsion system of an electric powered 
Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) and the automatic selection of its components depending on 
performance requirements. The components comprising a “kit” are propeller, gearbox 
(transmission), motor, controller and battery of sorts (energy source). A selection is to 
be performed automatically based on the mentioned requirements and a database of 
available components containing necessary data. To produce software capable of 
making such a selection has been in the scope of the project. Based on data acquired 
from experimental tests; the software, and the equations used in it, are evaluated and 
recommendations for future development will be made. Alternative solutions and future 
possibilities have been briefly investigated. 
This dissertation is divided into nine sections beginning with this introduction 
containing a definition of a micro aerial vehicle, or MAV, and an explanation regarding 
automated MAV design. The second section concerns the components of a kit, their 
history, state of the art and possible future developments. The third section is a 
hypothetical elaboration, based on technology at experimental stage or even only 
theoretically possible, on the MAV’s of the future. The fourth section handles the 
methods chosen to tackle the given problem. It contains the motivations for selecting 
equations and some explanations to expressions. The fifth section is about the software 
written for this project and is basically a manual for using the program called 
“MAVKit” and a discussion of the result. The sixth section presents the results from 
practical tests made by a third party and are used to verify the results of the propeller 
model used in MAVKit. The seventh is the result of the project, which is a 
recommendation of the structure of a selection program and its equations. The eighth 
section is a summary followed by the ninth containing referenses. 

1.2 MAV Explained 
The DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) [1] definition of a Micro 
Air Vehicle is an aerial vehicle with six degrees of freedom and meeting the following 
limitations: 

• The vehicle will not measure more than 15 cm in any direction (height, width or 
length). 

• Weight must be 50 grams or less. 
• Flight time requirement is between 20 and 60 minutes. 
• The vehicle must be able to travel at 30 km/h or more. 
• The vehicle must be able to carry payload in the form of a solid state camera, 

infrared sensor or radar detector (note: or other sensors). 
• The vehicle must be able to perform some tasks on its own such as avoiding 

obstructions and follow a flight path. 
The definition for MAV might change in the future but for now the above will be used. 
The possible applications for such vehicles are numerous but are consistently aimed at 
use in scenarios where it is too dangerous, expensive or not enough room for humans to 
perform the same or a similar mission. 
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1.3 Why Automated Selection? 
An automatic selection is required if the entire MAV design process is to be automated. 
That is, a mission profile is made with all the necessary data for a MAV to perform a 
specific mission. Geometry, equipment, propulsion kit and all other features of the 
MAV are chosen by software depending on requirements and databases. Graphs and 
charts and possibly a flight simulation will be returned to the user for evaluation. If the 
proposed design is cleared, the blue print for the MAV immediately goes in to 
production using advanced rapid prototyping and CAM technology. The aim is to tailor 
each unit to the specific needs of its mission and do it in a short amount of time. A 
manual design process would of course be more cost effective if there is time and the 
series are larger but at a certain point the cost of an automatic system able to produce a 
vast amount of variants will be lower than a team of engineers [2]. 
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2 Components 
The components comprising the electric propulsion kit are propeller, gearbox (if 
needed), motor, speed control mechanism and an electric power source. Below follows 
a short description of the components as well as a subjective evaluation on the state of 
the art, possible future development or experimental research today. The most 
interesting parameters for each component, in  this project, are also listed.  

2.1 Propeller 

2.1.1 Description 
Virtually unchanged since its invention this object is designed to produce thrust by 
accelerating air or water to a higher velocity than the surrounding medium. The blades 
are typically a section of a helix surface [3].  
 

 
Figure 1: Model aircraft propellers (wood, plastic and composite) 

2.1.2 State of the Art 
Early propellers were made of wood and in some cases this is still the best material. 
Later, steel was used and today composites with glass fibre, carbon fibre and plastics. 
Propellers of the smaller size used for model aircraft have traditionally used wood or 
plastic and have only recently made the transition to composites. Composite propellers 
do require dry storage since moisture tend to soften the blades causing vibrations [4]. 
Awareness of efficency coupled with easily accessable computing power is starting to 
affect available propellers in every aspect in pursuit of higher performence and 
efficiency. 

2.1.3 Future Development 
New geometry and new materials may still improve the performance of the propeller. 
Nanotechnology could produce a surface with less friction or high yield materials. 
Although the implementation of such technology in MAV units of the size discussed in 
this dissertation is unlikely in the foreseeable future. In the area of geometry, on the 
other hand, larger freedom to experiment with different shapes should be expected. 
Materials with adequate strength and low prize are readily available. An example of 
advanced geometry is the concept of extending high speed propellers using scimitar 
shaped blades. 

2.1.4 Parameters of Interest  
Diameter, pitch, weight, width or shape, surface and efficiency. 
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2.2 Gearbox 

2.2.1 Description 
Principally a device for altering the rotational speed at the cost of momentum and vice 
versa. The axels may be parrallell, crossed or in the same plane. The connection is made 
by friktion or interacting geometrical shapes (cog wheels). The type of transmission 
used in small scal aviation is parrallell, or same plane, cog wheel transmissions. Adding 
a transmission, or gearbox, will also add weight and should be avoided if possible. A 
proper design tool should be able to select a suitable propeller and motor for direct drive 
rather than gearing [3]. 

2.2.2 State of the Art  
Available today are mainly two types of transmissions: parallell transmissions and 
planet type transmissions. The material of choice is plastic or light weight metall. It is 
difficult finding any data regarding efficiency but it is possible that efficiency might be 
improved using new materials (such as ceramic bearings) and more accurate methods of 
production. The cost, however, will most likely be completely disproportional to the 
advantages gained. At least for now. 

2.2.3 Future Development 
As mentioned above, new means of producing high quality parts may improve 
performance but the conclusion must be that a transmission should be avoided. Even 
though small transmissions will be, and is, in high demand from the robotic industry, it 
is unlikely there will be any spinoff technology that can be used for gearing MAV 
propellers. The difference in usage is too great. Robotics use high ratio for achieving 
high accuracy, a motor-transmission combination for RC-aviation uses much lower 
ratios to be able to use larger propellers. There is a slight possibility that the strive to 
miniaturize transmissions used in micro-mechanics applications, and even nano-
technology, will make it possible to produce a transmission suitable for MAV usage but 
it is out of the scope of this dissertation. 

2.2.4 Parameters of Interest  
Ratio, efficiency, weight, size and/or shape. 
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2.3 Motor 

2.3.1 Description 
An electric motor is defined as a machine for transforming electrical power into 
mechanical energy. In smaller applications such as RC-aviation it is a direct current 
machine that is used and permanent magnets, which improve efficiency, are used to 
create the static magnetic field. The rotational speed is roughly proportional to the 
voltage feed [3]. 

2.3.2 State of the Art 
Today there are basically two types of electric motors used for RC-aviation: Brushed 
and brushless. The difference lies in the way the anchar (rotating part) is fed with 
electricity. The brushless motors are slightly more expensive but smaller than equally 
strong brushed motor, less noisy, cleaner and produce less heat. The brushless type 
motor was first described in the 1930’s but it has mainly seen implementation the last 
decades. The last few years the brushless motor has made its way in to RC-aviation by 
becoming less expensive as the development races on. 

2.3.3 Future Development 
The efficiency of an electric motor is generally very high. Any improvements may lie in 
decreasing weight, increasing lifetime or other factors secondary to performance. It is 
still possible to further develop the brushless motor, especially to make it cheaper but it 
is likely that brushless motors will replace brushed motors in this field. Looking further 
into the future one might see radically different mechanics for an electric motor. A 
possible scenario would be using memory metal reacting to electric current and using 
several elements to produce a piston like engine. Right now the brushless motors are the 
most interesting developments and will most likely remain as such for some time.  

2.3.4 Parameters of Interest  
Type, weight, max voltage, max current, rpm per volt, efficiency at rpm, size or shape 
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2.4 Speed Control 

2.4.1 Description 
To control the rotational speed of the motor a controller is used. This device is placed in 
the electric circuit between the battery and the motor. Older models used a mechanical 
contraption to regulate a resistor thus changing the power (voltage) delivered to the 
motor. Modern versions use pulses to regulate voltage. The frequency, or width of  
pulses, is altered deceiving the motor into believing that it is fed with varying voltage. 

2.4.2 State of the Art  
Weight reduction and digitalization has made theese devices very small but they do 
have an impact on the electric circuit they are a part of.  

2.4.3 Future Development 
It is still possible to make controllers smaller but “price rules over the size”. A logical 
step might be to integrate the controller in the motor or the receiver. In a situation where 
the entire vehicle is designed from scratch it would be efficient to simply have a variety 
of controller standard circuits and integrate a suiting one directly when manufacturing 
the vehicle. Again, minimizing the controllers effect on the electric circuit is important 
but perhaps not a priority. 

2.4.4 Parameters of Interest  
Weight, resistance, max voltage, max current, size or shape, type. 
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2.5 Power Source 

2.5.1 Description 
Please note that in the program “Power Source” is also called “Energy Source” (see 
section 5). For this project the power source are considered to be electric batteries 
defined as an electrochemical power source and is either a primary or secondary cell. 
The secondary type, commonly referred to as ackumulator, ought to be the most 
interesting for use in an MAV depending on it´s mission. Thermal- and sunbased power 
or fuelcells are alternatives that can be considered  in the future. As of now they are too 
expensive and ineffective [3]. 

2.5.2 State of the Art 
Nickel-Metal-hybrid and Lithium Ion are relatively cheap. Nickel-hydrogen batteries 
are, at the moment, a little more expensive but are expected to last longer depending on 
use. The development of batteries with higher energy content and larger discharge 
ability as well as short reload time is moving faster. The demand for efficient batteries 
is mostly due to the promising electric car industry and small electronic appliances such 
as mobile phones, handheld or laptop computers and the like. 

2.5.3 Future Development 
This area is very interesting since mankind use more and more products with small 
batteries and soon, perhaps, in larger products like cars. The demand for better 
performance grows as well as the market which in turn will boost research and keep 
prices down. Two interesting innovations in this field are “Aluminium-Nano” batteries 
and so called “organic radical” batteries. The Aluminium-Nano battery is not a dry 
battery but it promises to be the first rechargeable aluminium based battery and the goal 
is 20 times higher energy capacity compared to a led-acid battery of today [5]. The 
organic radical battery [6] is interesting because it can be recharged and discharged very 
rapidly. It has an energy content equivalent to that of a Nickel-hydrogen battery. 
According to the developers the battery can be recharged in 30 seconds and release its 
power over short time. The battery uses no expensive materials and existing factories 
can be modified to produce the new product. 
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Battery   Energy content
    Wh/kg
Lead-Acid   22 
Nickel-Cadmium Ni-Cd  44 
Nickel-Metal Hybrid Ni-M-H  55 
Zink-Air   120 
Sodium-Sulfur Na-S  220 
Lithium-Sulfur Li-S  220 
Lithium-Ion Li-ion  100 
Iron-Titanium 
hybride Fe-Ti-H  590 
Aliminium-Nano Al (Nano) 1350 
    (Al-ana-
catalyser)    
Magnesium hybride Mg-H (Ni) 2300 
    (with Ni catalyst)    
Gasoline (comparison)  13200 
Uranium 235  170000000 
Photoelectric  1,36 kW/m2

 
Table 1: Approximate values of battery energy content 
 
Note that the value for gasoline is included for comparison although the efficiency of 
internal combustion motors is greatly inferior to that of electric motors. Uranium has 
very high energy content but is instead, of course, dangerous to handle. See section 
“Future MAV’s” below for an elaboration on solar cells. 

2.5.4 Parameters of Interest  
Energy content (Wh/kg and Wh/m3). 
Voltage per cell, cell shape and size, max current (duration), time to recharge, (cell 
efficiency), inner resistance (max output). 
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3 Future MAVs 
This section contains a few examples, guesses, on which direction MAV technology 
will be heading in the near and distant future. It is still “educated” guessing since these 
elaborations are based on the research and theories of today.  
 
One major advancement to be made in the far future is likely the step from macro- or 
mini- technologies to nanotechnology. When this happens it is important to adapt to the 
possibilities. One important way of doing this, in the authors point of view, is to 
completely let go of the concept of individual machines. Instead a MAV unit will 
resemble a high order hive. May small robots that are incapable of performing a mission 
on their own but combined in hundreds or thousands make up a complete platform for 
surveilance and other missions. Research is being performed as to decide the design and 
specifications of such artifacts. The possibilities are endless. Lending equipment 
between units, adapting to different terrains and more or less complete damage 
compensation. The field od nanotechnology is truly interesting and will, in the humble 
view of the author, be the most important advancement for mankind in the future (see 
section 3.5). 

3.1 Power Source of the Future 
First of all, the future of the MAV as a tool of mankind is depending mainly on one 
thing: the power source. As for many other artifacts this is the limiting factor. 
Alternative ways to provide electrical power for artifacts, rather than electrochemical 
storage, are being investigated. Had this been the 1960-70s small nuclear devices may 
have been proposed but today fuel cells or solar power (photoelectric) are the answer. 
What will be the favourite solution of tomorrow?  

3.1.1 Batteries 
Reasonable energy content and fast recharge and discharge capability, coupled with 
fairly low prices, will make the batteries of the near future the main source of energy for  
MAV’s for some years to come. As of today the main issue is the energy content. The 
fast reload capability of the organic radical battery (see section 2.5.3) may provide a 
limited solution. Having several MAV’s of the same type flying overlapping missions 
may compensate for not having one able to stay aloft the whole time. The radius of 
operation will decrease but units can be kept at small size and loss of one unit is not 
critical. 

3.1.2 Solar Cells 
In table 1 above, the energy per square meter recieved from the sun is given. Todays 
single material semiconductor have reached an efficiency of 25%. The theoretical limit 
is 31% since no material can match the suns spectrum completely. The solution is to 
combine several layers of semiconductors that react to different bandwidth. The 
difficulties lies in identifying the appropriate materials. A solution might be provided by 
a new alloy combining InN and GaN. This opens the door to efficiency levels of 50% 
[7]. 

3.1.3 Fractal Cubes 
Using what is called a Menger fractal, or a variation thereof, made by epoxy resin with 
titanium oxide, scientists have been able to “capture” radiowaves inside a cube [9]. The 
energy lingered ten millionths of a second in the cube. Not very useful but interesting. 
One possibility, or guess of development rather, is to assemble many cubes feeding 
from background radiation or directed microwaves to recharge a battery or directly feed 
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the propulsion with energy. The structure of a MAV might even be comprised of such 
cubes. 
 

 
Figure 2: Menger fractal cube 

3.1.4 Fuel Cells 
At the moment too large and cumbersome for a MAV but miniaturization will hopefully 
advance this technology and bring it down a size or two. There is however the issue of 
storing the hydrogen which need to be pressurized. It is unlikely that fuel cells will be a 
valid option for such a small vehicle as the MAV. If it ever meets the requirements it 
will most likely be outdated, or outprized, by other technologies. 

3.2 Electronics 
Regarding rapid prototyping and CAD, the “Paper electronics” will, if realized, 
revolutionize the manufacture of single unit, or small series, electronics. This would be 
useful in MAV’s. Perhaps not as much a weight issue as a practical or convenience 
issue [8].  

3.3 Propulsion 

3.3.1 Miniature and Micro Jet Engines  
With the modest dimensions of 2,1 cm x 2,1 cm x 0.38 cm a micro heat engine 
developed at MIT reached exit temperatures of 1725 K in stable state. Still, the 
combustion phenomen in such a small scale is still largely unknown and further 
research is required but the technology looks promising for implementation in high 
performance MAV’s [10].  

3.3.2 Flapping Wings 
Flying by means of flapping (or oscillating) wings is an area which hold many 
enthusiasts that build and fly bird like creations so called ornihopters. Indeed, adding a 
camera to such a vehicle is a small matter and one achieves a rudimentary UAV. The 
issue is, as always, efficiency amongst other factors such as durability, vibrations, noise 
levels although it is an excellent camouflage being percieved as a bird. Flapping wings 
will probably come to their own right when it comes to much smaller MAV’s; the size 
of an insect [11]. 
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3.4 Sensors 
Without some form of sensors that can produce information for the user of the MAV it 
is practically useless. Choosing the right sensors for different missions is a critical issue.   

3.4.1 Electronic Nose 
Electronic noses are already made real and are available products but it is a good 
example of interesting payload for an MAV. Finding explosives, drugs or hazardous 
chemicals. The area of usage depends on the size of the MAV. It is not unthinkable that 
human identification can be made by scent and make the MAV follow or look for a 
person [12]. 

3.4.2 Camera 
A liquid lens have been developed where electric current is used to shift focal point. 
This allows the lens to be made very small, 3 mm in diameter and 2,2 mm in lengt. The 
whole camera would not be more than a cubic centimeter but still able to focus between 
5 cm and infinity in under 10 ms. Further advantages include durability and very low 
power consumption [13].  

3.4.3 Other Examples of  Sensors 
MAV payload will of course vary depending on its mission. A few examples are: 

• accelerometers for detecting movement through vibrations  
• microphones for identifying activites or objects moving in the night (cheaper 

than infra-red or night vision) or intelligence gathering 
• thermometer 
• barometer 
• UV-meter 
• wind speed and direction 
• humidity 

 
Although not a sensor in the true meaning of the word, a positioning system is crucial 
for any MAV. GPS relys on third party information in the form of satelites. Even if the 
European system is operational (offering redundancy) the signals and system are likely 
to be targeted for sabotage or jamming in a conflict. Creating a sensor array capable of 
using the sun, moon or the stars would perhaps be interesting besides using improved 
versions of magnetism and inertia combinations. It is in nature the solutions will be 
found. Understanding ants using the sun or moon to orient themselves and of course 
solving the impressive sense of direction of birds would probably prove very useful.  

3.5 The Swarmbot Koncept 
This project has focused on a single unit koncept for the MAV. A major disadvantage is 
that if the unit is damaged or destroyed it is of course lost. Prolonging the units life or 
give it limited self repair ability would be of interest. Advances in miniature robotics 
might, in the future, allow an MAV to be made up by a large number of smaller robots. 
These robots collaborate to produce functions more advanced than each individual 
robots capacity. The idea is to mimic simple functions found in social species such as 
ants or bees and then expanding the range of possibilities. If some of the units were 
damaged or lost the “colony” making up the functional unit, would simply rearrange to 
compensate [14]. 
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4 Method 
The most difficult area in selecting a propeller based propulsion kit is just that, selecting 
a propeller. In order to make a single selection of many possible, one must be able to 
compare the selections to each other. In this case the performance of each propeller. 
Calculating a propellers performance can be done in a number of ways but generally 
“blade theory” is used [15]. This method regards the blades of the propeller as wings 
with flow speeds varying along the length of the blades. It requires knowledge of the 
pitch and core angle of a propeller blade (se figure 3). This information is considered 
not to be available in this project since the initial idea was to construct a database and 
the amount of parameters had to be kept low. 
The alternative, traditional method of using propeller pitch, motor rpm and vehicle 
speed and thus calculating efficiency is, for obvious reasons, not applicable here. Since 
the requirements of power output or thrust, maximal weight and endurance are the only 
data used as input to the selection process another approach must be used. This is the 
reason the mass flow method was chosen. It requires one more post of information 
regarding the shape, or size, of the propeller blades but this can be handled by the 
database.  
 

 
 
Figure 3: Fig 1.76b from “Strömningslära” [15] 

4.1 Mass Flow Based Equation 
The Mass flow idea is basicly an implementation of Newton’s third law of action and 
reaction. Each air molecule is considered to be a particle that interacts with the 
propeller. Thrust is obtained by accelerating these particles with the propeller. Visualize 
each molecule as a ball of sorts, perhaps a ping-pong ball, moving coherently in a 
stream. If a plane surface was to move in the same direction as a ball but with greater 
speed it would hit one or more balls and transfer some if its energi to it, thus 
accelerating it. The blades of a propeller however, will move perpendicular to the 
stream but will have an angle resulting in a projection (height h in the figure below) of 
the blade acting as the forementioned plane surface. Let us assume that a particle hit by 
the blade will recieve the same velocity as a point travelling along the length of h when 
the blade passes. Now, if the rpm count is known then this velocity h’ is also known by 
obtaining the time it takes the blade to pass its own projected width b. Since that amount 
of time is the same amount as a particle would be influenced by the blade, ideally, it is 
now possible to predict its new velocity. Looking at a disc of air with the same size as 
the propeller would sweep through in one rotation it is now possible to calculate the 
mass accelerated and the velocity after acceleration. By adding an initial velocity of the 
air flow it is possible to calculate loss due to wind or vehicle motion. Note that flow is 
considered to be laminar and unidirectional along the axel of the propeller. 
 
To find the projected height and width the blade angle is used and this is given by the 
two basic parameters of a propeller: pitch and diameter. Diameter is the distance 
between blade tips if the propeller has two blades and two times the distance between 
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blade tip and centre if the propeller has more than two blades. Pitch is the distance the 
propeller moves forward if it is rotated once in an imagined stale medium. The blade 
angle α will be the angle between the hypotenuse and the pitch leg in a triangle formed 
by the pitch length and diameter combined as seen below. 
 

 
Figure 4: Defining the pitch angle α 
 
The blades true width B is thus needed and this is the extra parameter, or post in the 
database, mentioned earlier. In MAVKit the mean blade width is used. Although several 
values combined along the length of the blade would produce more accurate 
calculations, there wasn’t enough time to properly implement this feature. 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Projected blade height (blade cross section) 
 
Paremeters used in equations: 
m& = mass flow [kg/s] 
nblades = number of blades 
nrpm = propeller revolutions per minute 
Φ =  propeller diameter 
ρ = density of air at 20°C 1 atm is 1,209 kg/m3

h = projected height as defined in figure 5 [m] 
v0 = air speed or flow speed [m/s] 
a = acceleration [m/s2] 
CD = drag koefficient 
 
What does the equation look like so far? 

604

2

⋅
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=
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Equation 1: Mass flow 
 
This gives the mass flow as kg per second. Assuming, as stated earlier, constant 
acceleration as 
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Equation 2: Acceleration, courtesy of sir Isaac Newton 
 
 the force is expressed through the following equation. 
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Equation 3: Force per revolution 
 
Equation 3 gives “produced force in Newton per revolution”. Transforming this to 
Watts (Nm/s), using a solved from equation 2, is done in equation 4 below. 
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Equation 4: Propeller power output 
 
This is the final expression and the one used in MAVKit to calculate propeller 
performance. There is however the question of efficiency and an attentive reader might 
also ask “What about Newton’s second law?”. Luckily these two questions can be 
answered with the same solution. The resultant directed in the direction of the blades 
movement (see fig 5) is used to calculate the angular drag. The efficiency of a propeller 
is, among others, the force of angular drag it needs to overcome aswell as any 
momentum and other factirs such as gyroscopic instability. In this project the efficiency 
is limited to comparing angular drag and evolved force with eachother. Although the 
flow velocity perpendicular to the blade is integrated along the length of the blade due 
to the great difference between flow near the center and the tips. The following equation 
is the result. Note: This calculation is only performed at the recommended rpm value. 
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Equation 5: Propeller efficiency 
 
The value of the drag koefficient, CD, is automatically set to 1,0 if no value is given in 
the propeller database. This concludes the propeller equations as used in MAVKit. Its 
simplicity is its strength as well as its weakness since the result is too clean, so to speak. 
As mentioned the result will never be as good or as bad as predicted due to the 
complexity of fluid dynamics in real life. The major part in this is whether the flow is 
turbulent or not.  
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4.1.1 Turbulent Flow and its Implications 
The results of Prof. Osborne Reynolds experiment in 1883 are the backbone of any fluid 
mechanics of today. Prof. Reynolds decided, from his experiments, under what 
conditions a flow of a fluid or gas is laminar or turbulent [3]. It is assumed that the flow 
around the propeller will make the transition from laminar to turbulent flow at roughly 
the same Reynolds number as that of flow in pipes which is 2300-4000. 
The Reynolds number is decided by dividing the “Inertia forces” with the “Viscous 
forces” resulting in a dimensionless number. In the low range of the Reynolds number, 
flow will be laminar. Increasing value will eventually resulting in turbulence. How does 
this affect the method chosen? The method assumes laminar flow which in reality rarely 
will be the case. The effect on the model will be that a propeller will never be as 
powerful as predicted but in the same time not as bad either.  

4.1.2 Shortcomings and Errors 
The simplicty of the model is a double edged sword. The advantage is that not much 
information is needed before an estimation can be made. The disadvantage is, of course, 
that it is not entirely accurate. An attempt to compare the model with experimental 
resulsts is made in chapter 6. As will be shown later (section 5.4) there is one other 
issue with the model: It will produce negative output if the velocity of the air flow v0 
exceeds the velocity h’. The model assumes that any flow through the propeller will 
have the velocity of h’ regardless of the value of  v0. In reality it is not known if this 
effect occurs at all. It is more likely that the airflow is mostly unaffected.  

4.2 Selection Expressions 
An automatic selection of components from a vast array of possibilities naturally  
requires a rational method of evaluating the best possible combination. Let’s define two 
different approaches to this problem: Sequential selection and maximization. Sequential 
selection means that one type of component is selected as the starting point. In this case 
the propeller. Each additional component is tested, in turn, with this base component 
and the one best meeting the requirements set will be “remembered”. The next base 
component in line will go through the same process with all components and if a better 
combination is found it replaces the one remembered from an earlier test or both are 
saved for review by the user. To vizualize, imagine a tree growing from each base 
component where the branches are possible combinations. How MAVKit uses this is 
explained in section 5.1.1. 
Maximization, in this case, borrows methods from material science and specifically 
optimal material selection (simple but useful optimizarion method) to weigh selection 
factors against each other. Some factors are set to be maximized and others to be 
minimized. For example, for a motor, (a) maximize output (newtons per ampere), (b) 
minimize weight (grams) and (c) minimize one dimension (length). The user selects, or 
rather creates, such demands depending on what is most important in a design. The 
demands are used in an equation where factors for maximization are placed in the 
numerator and the minimization factors are placed in the denominator. The example 
above would be as shown in equation 6 below. The unit, in this case, is newtons per 
ampere-gram-meters. 
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Equation 6: Maximization method score equation 
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All motors are run through this equation which will result in an X-value (see equation 6) 
for each motor. The one with the highest value, or score, will fullfill the demand the 
best. Discreete conditions can be added such as maximum weight allowed and minimal 
output requirement. It is possible to solely rely on such discreete min/max levels and 
test all within. Of course other options can be implemented such as ratios between 
different factors and so on. The greatest obstacle to overcome if implementing the 
maximization method is that it requires a rigorous database since each demand specified 
must have its counterpart in a post 
 
As an example of visualization, the result of several components is presented in a bar 
chart. Each bar is split in to several parts correspondning to the factors used. A mean 
value of each factor is used as a base for comparison and it is easy to see if a factor of a 
selection is higher or lower than average. The result of our example above may look like 
that of figure 6 below. 
 

 
Figure 6: Example visualization 
 
Sequential selection is a method that tests combinations and evaluates each combination 
while maximization selects the most suiting component from more advanced demands 
(compound criterias). A combination of the two would be very powerful since the 
maximazation would narrow down the number of combinations that needs to be tested 
by the sequential selection. Both methods should allow the user to “lock” one or more 
components and review several results. This feature has not been implemented in 
MAVKit nor is maximazation used, only sequential selection. 
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5 The Software: MAVKit 
The program MAVKit can be found on the world wide web at http://www.ep.liu.se. 

5.1 Development 
MAVKit was programmed in MatLab 6.5 using GUIDE to make a graphical user 
interface. The program was written parallel to the author learning how to use MatLab 
hence the quality and efficiency of the code is not optimal. 

5.1.1 MAVKit Selection Explained 
MAVKit uses a sequential evaluation method (as defined in section 1.2). This means 
that based on the requirements MAVKit calculates the rpm for a given propeller so that 
it is able to meet the power output requirement. It then proceeds in calculating 
simplified propeller efficiency based on the tangential drag at the given rpm. The next 
step is to compare the rpm requirement to the motors “rpm count at maximum 
efficiency”. At this point one of the fundamental flaws reveal itself: The database 
handles one value for each motor and this of course is a greatly simplified model. If a 
motor is found that does not require a transmission (called gearbox throughout the 
program) to run the propeller the program goes to the controller selection step. If no 
motor is found, the program will test each gearbox. If no gearbox is suitable the 
propeller will be discarded and the next propeller will be evaluated and so on. The most 
efficient kit ready to go to the controller selection is found by checking a kit against 
earlier candidates. This is done with two requirements. First a value for efficiency 
comparison is obtained by dividing efficiency by weight. Second, the total weight must 
be equal to or less than previous selection. The kit with highest efficiency per weight 
unit and lowest weight is selected. This method is clearly not the best in a more 
advanced program since it is inflexible. The controller selection is primarily based on 
compatibility with the motor using a “family” value. This family value must be correct 
for the controller to be selectable. In second hand the weight will decide. Last but not 
least, the endurance requirement and maximum kit weight are used to compute a 
minimum energy content of the energy source. In the database, a number of battery 
types are listed with their respective energy content. MAVKit checks for the smallest 
possible and also prints any alternative with energy content in the same range. During 
the entire process the kit is checked so that it meets the weight requirement.  

5.1.2 List of Files 
The following list presents the files making up MAVKit and their function in the 
program. The files marked with # after it exists in two versions namely m-file and fig-
file (extension .m and .fig respectively).  
Mavkit # Quitcheck # Propdbedit # 
Geardbedit # Motordbedit # Ctrldbedit #  
Enerdbedit # Simplewin # Diawin # 
Dbwin #  Advanced #  
Mavkitdb.mat    (The MAVKit database) 
Mavkit_database.mat (Backup of the database file) 
Kit_db.m (Program that generates a structure for the database in the workspace area of MatLab) 
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5.2 Unfinished Functions and Features 
Due to limitations in time, all functions are not available in the program. Each of the 
different features that have been imposed limitations because of this are stated in the 
sections concerned. 

5.3 MAVKit User Instructions 
MAVKit is started as a regular m-file from MatLab by typing mavkit. If the file is 
compiled to an executable simply run MAVKit as usual. This will start the first window 
with four options. From top to bottom these are Selection, Database handling, 
Diagrams and Quit. 
 

 
Figure 7: MAVKit main  window 
 
Quit: Pressing this button will prompt the user whether to exit MAVKit or cancel. 
Answering yes will close all windows accept the 3D graph window. Answering no will 
cancel the process and close the quit window. 
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Figure 8: MAVKit Confirm Quit window 
 
Diagrams: This function is not implemented, which the user will be notified of when 
pressing the button. The window informing of this will be closed if the OK-button is 
pressed. 
 

 
Figure 9: MAVKit Diagrams window 
 
Database handling: Pressing this button will bring up another window with six buttons.  
Five of these will bring up the selected component database for revision. The last button 
marked Exit will close the database handling window. More information about revising 
a database can be found below in section 5.3.2 “Fields and buttons in the database 
windows”. 
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Figure 10: MAVKit Database Handling  window 
 
Selection: This button will bring up the main window of MAVKit; the selection 
window. This window prompts the user for requirement data and will display the 
resulting selection and estimated performance. More information can be found below in 
section 5.3.1 “Fields and buttons in the selection window”. 
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5.3.1 Fields and Buttons in the Selection Window  
 

 
Figure 11: MAVKit Selection window 

Buttons 
Begin: When requirements have been stated above, clicking this button will start the 
selection process. If any data needed is missing the user will be notified. 
Exit: Leaves the window after prompting for confirmation. No data is saved. 
Clear all: Clear all areas of data. 
Save kit: Function not fully implemented. Clicking the button will display all available 
data in the MatLab work area.  
Show me!: Clicking this button will bring up a diagram showing the performance of the 
current selection. The diagram is described and explained in detail below. 

Requirements 
Max kit weight: The maximum allowed weight of all components combined. Mavkit 
will use all available space. 
Endurance: Flight time in minutes at the required output power. 
Power output (Newtons): Required output power in Newtons. 
Power output (Watts): Required output power in Watts. 
Only one of the power output fields are allowed to be used at a time. MAVKit will 
automatically make changes to the equations.  

Selection 
These are the fields in which the result is shown. Each selected components name will 
be displayed under its respective title. 
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Energy source: Both type and energy content of the selected energy source will be 
displayed, hence the two fields. If there are other battery types with similar value in 
energy content they will be displayed in MatLab. 

Estimated result 
Kit weight: The combined weight of all the components, save the energy source, is 
displayed here. The difference between this value and the maximum weight is used by 
the energy source. 
Endurance: For the moment this value is simply copied from the requirements since the 
kit will be able to meet it or no selection will be possible. 
Kit efficiency: The combined efficiency of all parts. If the energy source does not have 
an efficiency rating this will be prompted. 
@rpm: The requirements are met and the efficiency valid for this rpm count. 
Power output (Newtons): If stated as requirement it is shown again here. If not a value 
will be calculated.  
Power output (Watts): If stated as requirement it is shown again here. If not a value will 
be calculated.  
Min energy: This is the calculated minimum energy content the energy source (battery) 
must have in order for the selection to meet the requirement. The battery with least 
possible energy content is selected. 
Graph prefs.  
Rpm-power: Presents the diagram turned so that the user sees the rpm and power axis. 
Speed-power: Presents the diagram turned so that the user sees the speed and power axis 
(where speed is the airflow or vehicle airspeed). 
Isometric: Default option that will present the diagram in an isometric view. 
Add null plane: Add a plane showing zero output power. 

5.3.2 Fields and Buttons in the Database Windows 
The structure of the database windows are the same. To the upper left there is a list of 
components. The items in the scrollable list are clickable which will bring up the 
highlighted posts data in the form. Any information present there will be lost if a new 
selection is made. Make sure that there are no blank posts in the list before making a 
selection. The “form” is simply the editable text areas found in the window. To the top 
right corner there is an editable box with the title Current selection which will contain 
the name of the current selection in the list. This name must be unique if a new post is 
to be saved. 
Four buttons are also available in each database window. 
Exit: Close the window. Make sure that data is saved before exiting. 
New post: This will clear all fields in anticipation of the user entering a new post. 
Delete post: This will delete the post highlighted in the list. 
Save: Save the data in the form as a new post if it has a unique name or replace post 
with the same name. 
A window may have unique buttons or information and this will be stated below 
together with an image of the window. 
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Figure 12: MAVKit Propeller Database window 

5.3.3 Propeller Database 
Diameter: Propeller diameter in millimeters. 
Pitch: Propeller pitch in millimetres. 
Weight: Propeller weight in grams. 
Blades: Number of propeller blades. MAVKit regards a normal propeller to be a two 
bladed propeller.  
Drag: This is the radial drag and the coefficient that is to be used. If it is not stated a 
standard value in MAVKit will be used. 
Efficiency: The propellers efficiency. If left blank MAVKit will calculate it which is 
recommended since efficiency calculations tend to differ. 
Mean width: The propeller blade mean width measured in the plane of the blade. 
Advanced: This option was meant to allow the user to enter a profile for the propeller 
blade based on angle and with measured on several places along the blade. This feature 
has not been impelemented. 
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Figure 13: MAVKit Gearbox Database window 

5.3.4 Gearbox Database  
Ratio: The gearbox, or rather transmission, ratio. It requires the ratio to be entered as a 
value in reference to one (1). 
Efficiency: Estimated efficiency. 
Weight: Gearbox weight. 
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Figure 14: MAVKit Motor Database window 

5.3.5 Motor Database 
Efficiency: The motors highest efficiency and… 
@rpm: … the rpm count at which it reaches the mentioned efficiency. 
Weight: The motors weight. 
Motor type: This information is only for the user and is intended to clarify whether the 
motor is brushless or not.  
Watt input: If efficiency is not entered, experimental values may be entered and 
MAVKit will calculate a simple efficiency. It is recommended that an efficiency value 
is used. 
Watt output: See “Watt input” above. 
Controller family: Different types and brands of motors are compatible with different 
types or brands of controllers. This information is used by MAVKit to make sure that 
the motor and controller it selects are compatible. The same entry is found in the 
controller database. 
Recommended prop: For the user only. A certain type or model of propeller may be 
especially suited for the motor according to manufacturer.  
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Figure 15: MAVKit Controller Database window 

5.3.6 Controller Database 
El res.: Currently not used in MAVKit this information was intended to be used to 
calculate the kits’ electrical properties. 
Family: As described above in “Motor Database” this is a marker for compatibility 
between motor and controller.  
Weight: The controllers’ weight. 
Mechanism: Information for the user regarding the controllers’ construction. 
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Figure 16: MAVKit Energy Source Database window 

5.3.7 Energy Source Database 
Efficiency: A typical value for the efficiency for this type of battery. If none is stated, 
MAVKit will warn the user of this after a selection. 
Wh/kg: Energy content (watt hours per kilogram). 
Wh/m3: Energy content (watt hours per cubic meter), not used by MAVKit. 
Type: Information for the user. Enter information regarding the construction of the 
battery. 
Electrical data: Not implemented at present. It is a part of an ambition that the software 
would calculate the electrical properties and number of battery cells. 
Life: Max storage capacity per cell. 
Max drain: Max current drain from battery. 
Inner res.: Inner resistance of a cell. 
Voltage: A cells maximum voltage. 
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5.4 3D Graph Explained 
The 3D graph made by MAVKit by pressing the “Show me!”-button is a surface plotted 
with power output, rpm and velocity as its axes. On the plane parallel with the rpm and 
velocity axes there are contour lines of the graph. These contour lines actually show the 
rpm curve that must be followed if the same power output is to be maintained when 
airspeed increases or decreases. If a null plane is added it will appear as a grid with all 
values set to zero, hence its name. The graph can be rotated as usual using the rotate 
function in the graph window.  
 

 
Figure 17: MAVKit Graph presentation window 

From the three-dimensional graph showing propeller output power as a function of 
propeller rpm and vehicle speed, one comes to the conclusion that at some speeds it 
would be more efficient to stop the motor than to leave it at low rpm. This is noted in 
the diagram as negative power output. This phenomenon is mathematical and is 
discussed in section 4.1.2 above. To counteract this loss in power, if it exists in the real 
world, two options are available: Either simply raise rpm count according to the contour 
lines shown in the graph to maintain the same power output through changes in airspeed 
or lower the rpm. The mentioned flaw of the model is however clearly visible here. It is 
possible to modify the program to simply compensate for this but instead the “null 
plane” option was added. Also note that angular drag is not calculated for this window. 
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5.5 Evaluating MAVKit 
The MAVKit database was never filled with real information. Only fabricated data was 
used to run primary tests. The tests that were made showed only that the basic function 
of the program was correct. Especially the ability to select a suitable transmission was 
not thoroughly tested. The experience of creating MAVKit lies more on obtaining 
insight in the necessary structure and the true scope and depth of an automatic design 
tool.  
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6 Experimental Results for Verification 
6.1 Background 
A number of propellers of various types were tested as a part of a project carried out at 
Linköpings Universitet. As the time of the tests concurred with this thesis project it was 
decided to use them to try correlate the result of the equations used in MAVKit as a 
verification. The author has not been involved in the propeller tests.  

6.2 Equipment 
Wind tunnel made from wood. Air speed measurement in the form of a simple pitot  
tube. Multimeter for measuring current. Scale for indirect measurement of force. Test 
objects. Additional equipment needed to perform the experiment. 
 

 
Figure 18: Wind tunnel test set up 
 

 
Figure 19: Wind tunnel with pitot instrument  
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6.3 Tested Propellers 
Not all of the propellers tested were available for measurements and only those who 
were will be used in the comparison. All measured propellers had two blades. One 
propeller was of a folding type and has been omitted all together. Three measurements 
of blade width were taken on each propeller about 10 millimetres from the hub, in the 
middle and 10 millimetres from the tip. The evaluation of mean blade width is flawed in 
the sense that few measurements were taken and that the equipment used was crude 
(ordinary plastic ruler with millimeter markings). The APC propellers are of a highly 
deformed type where the blades has a progressive pitch and are very wide closer to the 
hub and less so closer to the tip (note: as one would expect with small propellers made 
for shoving air not relying on the Bernoulli effect). 
 
Propeller Measurements Mean width 
GWS EP-4030 5x3 15/15/9 13 mm 
Windsor 5540 5.5x4 15/14/10 13 mm 
APC 5.5x4.5 14/13/8 11,7 mm 
APC 7x4 14/18/10 14 mm 
APC 7x5 16/20/11 15,7 mm 
Table 2: Propeller mean width 
 
A quick glimpse on the resulting numbers (see appendix: Propeller Test Data) presents 
an opportunity to compare the chosen method of mass flow with the experimental 
values. This is simply because three of the propellers have almost identical properties. 
GWS 5x3 and Windsor 5.5x4 have almost the same size but more importantly the same 
mean blade width. If the pitch angles are calculated the result will be 79 and 77 degrees 
respectively. The difference in size is about 6 millimetres on each blades length and this 
will give the Windsor propeller slightly larger power output but this will be countered 
partly by the larger drag resistance. Since the tests used the same motor the same power 
input (current) should produce slightly larger thrust for the larger propeller. 
Unfortunately the paremeters used in the test does not include set wind speeds. Instead 
these vary between tests making it difficult to make a valuable comparison. But is there 
a way to at least see how the propellers differ bewteen themselves? Let’s try by 
examining the quota between differences. These should be stable within reason. The last 
propeller is the 5.5x4.5 which is very similar to the 5.5x4 for another reason namely 
blade width disposition. All three are presented in the table shown below. 
 
5x3     5.5x4     5.5x4.5     
Current (A) Force xE-3  N Current (A) Force xE-3  N Current (A) Force xE-3  N 

0,48 166,34   0,53 203,3   0,53 203,3   
1 378,88   0,99 369,64   0,97 351,16   

1,49 572,94   1,5 526,74   1,5 508,26   
2,01 767   2,04 693,08   1,98 646,87   
2,47 914,86   2,56 840,93   2,51 785,49   
2,89 1007,27   3,02 979,55   3,01 905,62   

Airspeed 10,24 m/s Airspeed 9,96 m/s Airspeed 9,68 m/s 
Pitch (3) 79 degrees Pitch (4) 77 degrees Pitch (4.5) 75,4 degrees
Diameter 0,127 m Diameter 0,1397 m Diameter 0,1397 m 
Mean width 0,013 m Mean width 0,013 m Mean width 0,0117 m 
Height h 0,01276 m Height h 0,01267 m Height h 0,01132 m 
Volume 0,00016 m^3 Volume 0,00019 m^3 Volume 0,00017 m^3 
Table 3: Propeller comparison 
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The volume is calculated for each propeller as the volume created by the area of the 
propeller disac and the projected height h. As seen above the power input in the form of 
electric current varys as does the airspeed (wind tunnel flow). Note the volume of the 
5x3 propeller and the mean width. As seen earlier the 5x3 propeller blade widht was 
measured to be 15 mm close to the hub, 15 mm at the middle and 9 mm at a distance of 
10 mm from the blade’s end. The mean width is 13 mm but if it was set to 15 mm the 
5x3 propeller would have almost the same swept through volume as the 5.5x4 (some 
4% less)! This clearly shows the need for exact knowledge of the propeller geometry. It 
is obvoius from the table above that  the 5x3 propeller seems to be more effective than 
the 5.5x4. Even with higher airspeed. The uncertain method of determining the swept 
through volume is probably the major contributor to the inability of the mass flow 
model to more precisely explain the experiments. Still, a comparison between the 5.5x4 
and the 5.5x4.5 propellers should be possible since they have similar blade width 
disposition.  For example the quota between the width measurements is 15/14 = 1,07; 
14/10 = 1,40 and 14/13 = 1,08; 13/8 = 1,63 whereas the 5x3 propeller have 15/15 = 1; 
15/9 = 1,66. Thus we can circumvent the problem of unknown blade geometry to a 
degree. Assuming that all parameters save one is the same for both propellers it should 
now be possible to predict which propeller will perform more efficiently between these 
two. The difference in swept through volume is roughly 12%. Looking at Newtons per 
unit current (Ampere) and the difference in percent between the two gives the following 
table. 
 
5.5x4 (a)     5.5x4.5 (b)         
Newtons per Amp (10E-3)  Newtons per Amp (10E-3)  Difference (a/b) Airspeed (a/b) 

383,58   383,58   100,00% 102,89%
373,37   362,02   103,14%   
351,16   338,84   103,64%   
339,75   326,70   103,99%   
328,49   312,94   104,97%   
324,35   300,87   107,81%   
350,12 average   337,49 average   103,74%   

Table 4: Newtons per amp and difference 
 
Note that the 5.5x4 propeller is more effective through the range of data as predicted. 
Keep in mind that the angular drag will affect the force per Ampere value. An increase 
in swept through volume will increase the angular drag thus increasing the power usage 
and decreasing the rpm count for the 5.5x4 propeller compared to the 5.5x4.5. This will 
decrease the expected difference. 

6.4 Errors, Limitations and Discussion 
As seen in figures 18 and 19, the tested propeller was placed outside the tunnel. This 
would have had a profound effect on the type of air flow. When exiting the tunnel the 
lower pressure will allow the air stream to expand in all directions resulting in 
turbulence. Furthermore the pitot tube used was not a calibrated instrument and the 
velocity will therefore be highly uncertain. A source of error occurred during the tests 
was the inability to compensate for the system drag. As the students performing the tests 
noted the test will primarily be useful for a comparison between the tested propellers 
and this is the way it has been used.  
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6.5 Conclusions Drawn from the Comparison 
As a simple way of estimating propeller performance, the model may be useful, 
especially since it, as the obtained 3rd party test shows, will enable propellers to be 
compared to each other. Its usefulness at predicting a propellers real life performance is 
however uncertain. To obtain an answer to this question it is necessary to test propellers 
in a high quality wind tunnel and then compare to results obtained with the model. 
Again, the need for better information regarding blade geometry is stressed.  
Unfortunately, since the motor rpm count is unknown, only speculative conclusions can 
be drawn from the experiments regarding the usefullness of the mass flow model. 
Although, the result of the comparison is inconclusive,  it tells us that the model may be 
useful for comparison. 
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7 Discussion 
First of all a distinction must be made. There are, in the authors’ point of view, two 
ways of approaching an automatic design tool. One is to make it select parts from 
available components in a database and the other is to present exact data that can be 
changed by the user and then perform the selection. The first approach is a discreet 
method in the sense that the software will test all the components and select the one 
closest to the requirements. MAVKit uses such an approach and indeed the methods 
presented in the section “Selection expressions” are of this kind. The second approach 
calculates the most efficient (closest to requirements) kit composition regardless of 
available parts. This requires an additional step afterwards in selecting components. The 
advantage is that it may be easier for a user to understand the selection and manually 
change parameters. In this project the difference was not realized early enough to be 
completely incorporated in the software structure. This resulted in the software being 
slightly disorganized as it tries to encompass both approaches without knowing that 
they existed. The sheer size of such a “simple” design tool was simply not realized. It 
should be possible to merge the two in a complete software tool if the correct structure 
is used from the beginning.. 

7.1 Software Elements 
The basic elements comprising selection software, as this dissertation perceives it, are 
equations, selection process, user interface, database and result presentation. The 
elements are presented below with the recommendation concerning respective element. 

7.1.1 Equations 
The equations used in MAVKit are fairly simple and easily derived from well known 
relations. The exception is the propeller equation. It does seem to provide an answer 
usable for comparison but future selection programs should either rely on more exact 
wind tunnel testing or a more complex mathematical model. A possible solution for 
making fast propeller evaluations would perhaps be to scan the propellers using a 
LASER and generate a 3D model usable in the mentioned more complex mathematical 
method. This is, of course, combined with any other information regarding surface 
texture and blade elasticity and so forth. 

7.1.2 Selection Process 
As described in the section “Selection expressions” the selection should be based on 
both sequential selection and maximization. Another part should be added to theese: 
Simulation. Here each combination can be tested for efficiency curves, electrical 
specifications and performence in many different situations and environments. 
Although standard scenarios can be done automatically with performance records 
presented later, it would be an opportunity for the user to subjectively evaluate the 
selection. 

7.1.3 User Interface 
The graphical user interface used in MAVKit is very simple but still useful for 
arranging functions and data. The part of the software concerning the selection process 
should be able to use such an interface granted it be combined with more functions and 
the possibility to present them to the user. The different stages of the result should be 
available to the user in different windows or in a scrollable window with cross reference 
and links to different parts and charts. 
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7.1.4 Database 
If the program is to have a database it should be constructed by a program intended for 
that purpose. The possibility to add or delete parameters and maintain the database in 
general must be better than in MAVKit, especially since the amount of information will 
grow very quickly when more components are added. Changes in mathematical models 
are certain to be made demanding more or less parameters and making it even more 
important to have a flexible database. 

7.1.5 Result Presentation 
The duality of a selection program, mentioned in the discussion above, calls for two 
separate ways of conveying the result. One is purely a machine output where the 
components are stated perhaps together with necessary data to continue the automated 
process described in section 1.3 “Why automated selection?”. The other are for the user. 
This part need to present the different options graphically as well as numerically. The 
final word on selection may rest on the user and easy understanding of the difference 
between choices is important. Charts and partial selections (mentioned above in section 
7.1.3 ”User interface”) should be available. 

7.2 The Selection Software of the Future 
If the design process of an MAV is to be complete it must be able to handle several 
types of propulsion such as flapping wings or micro rockets. This requires the ability to 
analytically evaluate different concepts and compare them to specifications. A possible 
solution is to select which type of propulsions the MAV is to have in the specification. 
Rapid prototyping will most likely become “rapid fabrication” in the future and to keep 
up there must be some sort of automatic “rapid design”. The scope of such software 
would be huge as would the data required to make it work satisfacory. As mentioned 
earlier the simulation aspect will be very important. Besides performance and 
electronics simulation (how battery discharge behaviour impacts on performance et c), 
the fuselage, sensors and structural strength aswell as user aspects should be evaluated 
through simulations. 
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8 Summary and conclusion 
The result of this project has been the MAVKit program aswell as the methods and 
equations in the report. MAVKit shows that the usefullness of a selection tool is 
primarily dependent on the equations used, the method of selection and the data 
available. Furthermore this report should clarify, at least partially, the necessary parts of 
such a program and hopefully a place to start from using the methods and equations 
presented. The elaboration regarding future MAV´s is included to inspire and point out 
that a design tool must be flexible since the speed of development will most likely 
increase in the future. 
 
Much time has gone into the problem of evaluating a propeller with low amounts of 
data and programming MAVKit but great effort has also been placed on defining the 
selection methods. Hopefully, as stated earlier, this will provide a stepping stone for 
future work on automatic prouplsion design, either as inspiration or a guide to avoid 
problems and shortcomings. 
 
It is necessary for anyone embarking on a similar mission to realize the difficulties and 
depth of a true automatic design tool and, unlike the author, be able to invest vast 
amounts of time. 
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Appendix 
Propeller Test Data  
Excerpt from gathered information during wind tunnel testing as covered in section 6 of 
the report. 
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Propeller: 5x3 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 0 54 43 37 103
Wind(Volt) 0,646 0,737 0,95 1,13 1,43
Wind (km/h) 36,87 42,91 54,48 62,61 74,21

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,48 18 0,5 75 0,53 62 0,48 53 0,3 110

1 41 0,97 95 1 82 1 74 0,52 121
1,49 62 1,51 116 1,51 102 1,49 91 1 136
2,01 83 1,99 136 2,01 119 2 106 1,52 156
2,47 99 2,49 153 2,46 131 2,26 113 1,98 172
2,89 109 2,74 161

Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 18,00 166,34 21,00 194,06 19,00 175,58 16,00 147,86 7,00 64,69

41,00 378,88 41,00 378,88 39,00 360,40 37,00 341,92 18,00 166,34
62,00 572,94 62,00 572,94 59,00 545,22 54,00 499,02 33,00 304,95
83,00 767,00 82,00 757,76 76,00 702,32 69,00 637,63 53,00 489,77
99,00 914,86 99,00 914,86 88,00 813,21 76,00 702,32 69,00 637,63

109,00 1007,27 107,00 988,79



Propeller: 5x4.3 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 0 53 46 40 29 87
Wind(Volt) 0,63 0,71 0,91 1,1 1,43 1,84
Wind (km/h) 34,87 40,75 52,95 62,28 75,18 87,58

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,52 21 0,49 74 0,52 66 0,51 58 0,51 44 0,49 102
0,99 41 1,2 95 0,97 81 0,99 74 0,99 59 0,97 120

1,5 61 1,5 112 1,5 100 1,5 92 1,5 76 1,51 135
2,05 78 2,04 130 2,04 117 2,1 107 2,02 91 1,97 147
2,45 92 2,51 147 2,51 130 2,5 121 2,51 106 2,46 162
3,08 112 3,05 160 2,97 142 3,01 133 2,97 118 2,86 170

3,5 124 3,43 174 3,48 155 3,53 145 3,23 124
3,97 136 3,9 185 3,69 160

Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 21 194,06 20 184,82 23 212,54 21 194,06 -59 -545,22 102 942,58

41 378,88 41 378,88 38 351,16 37 341,92 -44 -406,60 120 1108,92
61 563,70 58 535,98 57 526,74 55 508,26 -27 -249,51 135 1247,54
78 720,80 76 702,32 74 683,84 70 646,87 -12 -110,89 147 1358,43
92 850,17 93 859,41 87 803,97 84 776,25 3 27,72 162 1497,05

112 1034,99 106 979,55 99 914,86 96 887,14 15 138,62 170 1570,97
124 1145,89 120 1108,92 112 1034,99 108 998,03 21 194,06
136 1256,78 131 1210,57 117 1081,20



Propeller: 5.5x4 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 0 59 57 50 35 24
Wind(Volt) 0,643 0,79 0,87 1,09 1,4 1,81
Wind (km/h) 35,87 46,00 50,74 61,83 74,14 86,77

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,53 22 0,51 78 0,48 72 0,5 66 0,52 52 0,49 39
0,99 40 0,99 95 0,97 90 0,97 80 0,99 66 0,99 55
1,5 57 1,52 112 1,48 107 1,49 95 1,49 81 1,5 68

2,04 75 1,97 126 1,99 120 1,99 111 2,01 96 1,99 82
2,56 91 2,5 140 2,48 135 2,49 123 2,5 110 2,51 96
3,02 106 3 155 3,04 150 2,97 135 3 124 3 105
3,52 118 3,5 168 3,5 162 3,47 149 3,49 134 3,54 119
3,97 129 3,97 180 4 173 3,94 160 3,83 140
4,39 138 4,27 184 4,2 176 4,07 161

Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 22 203,30 19 175,58 15 138,62 16 147,86 17 157,10 15 138,62

40 369,64 36 332,68 33 304,95 30 277,23 31 286,47 31 286,47
57 526,74 53 489,77 50 462,05 45 415,85 46 425,09 44 406,60
75 693,08 67 619,15 63 582,18 61 563,70 61 563,70 58 535,98
91 840,93 81 748,52 78 720,80 73 674,59 75 693,08 72 665,35

106 979,55 96 887,14 93 859,41 85 785,49 89 822,45 81 748,52
118 1090,44 109 1007,27 105 970,31 99 914,86 99 914,86 95 877,90
129 1192,09 121 1118,16 116 1071,96 110 1016,51 105 970,31
138 1275,26 125 1155,13 119 1099,68 111 1025,75



Propeller: 5.5x4.5 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 0 59 54 48 114 105
Wind(Volt) 0,63 0,75 0,905 1,15 1,52 1,82
Wind (km/h) 34,87 43,44 52,68 64,47 78,19 87,04

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,53 22 0,46 77 0,49 72 0,5 64 0,49 129 0,52 120
0,97 38 0,95 94 1,05 89 0,99 79 0,98 144 1,02 135
1,5 55 1,49 110 1,5 103 1,52 95 1,48 158 1,5 148

1,98 70 2 126 1,97 117 1,98 108 2,05 173 1,95 160
2,51 85 2,5 140 2,52 131 2,49 122 2,54 185 2,49 173
3,01 98 2,96 152 3 142 3 133 3,03 196 3,03 185
3,47 109 3,42 165 3,5 153 3,49 142 3,51 206 3,54 194
4,04 120 4 175 3,96 162 3,97 152 4 216 3,98 202
4,5 129 4,5 184 4,51 173 4,48 162 4,37 224 4,24 208

4,88 135 4,82 190 4,75 178 4,66 164
Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 22 203,30 18 166,34 18 166,34 16 147,86 15 138,62 15 138,62

38 351,16 35 323,44 35 323,44 31 286,47 30 277,23 30 277,23
55 508,26 51 471,29 49 452,81 47 434,33 44 406,60 43 397,36
70 646,87 67 619,15 63 582,18 60 554,46 59 545,22 55 508,26
85 785,49 81 748,52 77 711,56 74 683,84 71 656,11 68 628,39
98 905,62 93 859,41 88 813,21 85 785,49 82 757,76 80 739,28

109 1007,27 106 979,55 99 914,86 94 868,66 92 850,17 89 822,45
120 1108,92 116 1071,96 108 998,03 104 961,07 102 942,58 97 896,38
129 1192,09 125 1155,13 119 1099,68 114 1053,48 110 1016,51 103 951,83
135 1247,54 131 1210,57 124 1145,89 116 1071,96



Propeller: 6x5 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 0 66 56 127 110
Wind(Volt) 0,63 0,71 1 1,25 1,7
Wind (km/h) 34,87 40,75 57,59 68,57 83,69

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,47 21 0,54 91 0,51 76 0,48 144 0,5 127

1 43 1 108 1,01 92 1,01 162 0,99 142
1,55 63 1,49 125 1,5 108 1,48 176 1,48 153
2,05 80 2 140 2,04 124 1,99 192 2,03 169
2,47 91 2,52 153 2,52 137 2,52 206 2,51 175
3,01 103 3,01 166 3 149 3,01 217 3,05 194
3,51 116 3,5 177 3,5 160 3,5 227 3,51 202
3,97 124 4,06 189 3,99 170 4,03 236 4,01 208
4,5 136 4,51 199 4,47 179 4,53 245 4,47 217

5 145 5,1 209 5,04 188 5,06 255 4,74 224
5,35 150 5,4 216 5,19 190

Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 21,00 194,06 25,00 231,03 20,00 184,82 17,00 157,10 17,00 157,10

43,00 397,36 42,00 388,12 36,00 332,68 35,00 323,44 32,00 295,71
63,00 582,18 59,00 545,22 52,00 480,53 49,00 452,81 43,00 397,36
80,00 739,28 74,00 683,84 68,00 628,39 65,00 600,67 59,00 545,22
91,00 840,93 87,00 803,97 81,00 748,52 79,00 730,04 65,00 600,67

103,00 951,83 100,00 924,10 93,00 859,41 90,00 831,69 84,00 776,25
116,00 1071,96 111,00 1025,75 104,00 961,07 100,00 924,10 92,00 850,17
124,00 1145,89 123,00 1136,65 114,00 1053,48 109,00 1007,27 98,00 905,62
136,00 1256,78 133,00 1229,06 123,00 1136,65 118,00 1090,44 107,00 988,79
145,00 1339,95 143,00 1321,47 132,00 1219,81 128,00 1182,85 114,00 1053,48
150,00 1386,15 150,00 1386,15 134,00 1238,30



Propeller: 7x4 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 64 58 48 41 22 8
Wind(Volt) 0,601 0,73 0,91 1,1 1,52 1,88
Wind (km/h) 32,55 42,11 52,95 62,28 78,19 88,64

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,4 85 0,51 81 0,51 70 0,52 64 0,5 42 0,53 27

1,05 114 0,98 102 0,98 90 0,98 80 1 60 0,97 43
1,53 132 1,48 121 1,46 107 1,5 98 1,49 76 1,5 61
2,04 150 1,98 138 1,98 124 2,04 116 2,09 95 1,99 74
2,6 169 2,53 154 2,45 136 2,49 130 2,54 109 2,55 89
3,1 183 3,08 169 3,08 155 2,99 144 2,97 119 3,02 101
3,6 196 3,43 178 3,5 165 3,54 157 3,53 132 3,55 113

3,97 205 4,05 193 4,02 178 3,97 168 4,03 141 4,06 124
4,53 218 4,51 203 4,54 188 4,54 178 4,44 150 4,56 136
4,97 225 5,05 215 5 198 5,01 189 5,02 163 5,03 143
5,42 222 5,41 211 5,41 197 5,41 190 5,41 168 5,22 148

Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 21 194,06 23 212,54 22 203,30 23 212,54 20 184,82 19 175,58

50 462,05 44 406,60 42 388,12 39 360,40 38 351,16 35 323,44
68 628,39 63 582,18 59 545,22 57 526,74 54 499,02 53 489,77
86 794,73 80 739,28 76 702,32 75 693,08 73 674,59 66 609,91

105 970,31 96 887,14 88 813,21 89 822,45 87 803,97 81 748,52
119 1099,68 111 1025,75 107 988,79 103 951,83 97 896,38 93 859,41
132 1219,81 120 1108,92 117 1081,20 116 1071,96 110 1016,51 105 970,31
141 1302,98 135 1247,54 130 1201,33 127 1173,61 119 1099,68 116 1071,96
154 1423,12 145 1339,95 140 1293,74 137 1266,02 128 1182,85 128 1182,85
161 1487,80 157 1450,84 150 1386,15 148 1367,67 141 1302,98 135 1247,54
158 1460,08 153 1413,88 149 1376,91 149 1376,91 146 1349,19 140 1293,74



Propeller: 7x5 Thrust is given in mN (10-3N) Current in Amperes (A) Mass given in grams (g)
OFFSET(g) 0 53 46 42 32 23
Wind(Volt) 0,634 0,735 0,92 1,12 1,53 1,81
Wind (km/h) 35,18 42,45 53,49 63,17 78,51 86,77

Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass Current Mass
0,49 22 0,5 75 0,49 68 0,49 63 0,5 50 0,51 42
1,02 42 1,01 94 0,98 87 0,98 81 0,97 67 0,97 57
1,51 58 1,49 112 1,56 104 1,53 97 1,5 81 1,51 73

2 74 1,96 125 2,02 117 1,99 109 1,96 94 2,03 85
2,51 90 2,46 137 2,5 127 2,49 120 2,52 106 2,5 97
2,97 99 2,98 148 2,98 138 3,08 134 3,01 118 3,08 110
3,49 111 3,46 159 3,49 148 3,54 142 3,47 127 3,49 116
3,96 120 3,96 169 4,03 157 3,96 151 4 135 4,02 125
4,5 130 4,46 178 4,49 165 4,56 160 4,54 145 4,47 133

4,98 140 4,96 186 4,99 174 4,97 166 4,95 151 4,96 140
5,53 147 5,5 195 5,55 183 5,5 175 5,5 159 5,53 148
5,96 154 6,01 201 5,99 190 6,07 183 5,94 164 5,82 151
6,21 156 6,27 205 6,17 193

Absolute Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust Mass Thrust
measures 22 215,82 22 215,82 22 215,82 21 206,01 18 176,58 19 186,39

42 412,02 41 402,21 41 402,21 39 382,59 35 343,35 34 333,54
58 568,98 59 578,79 58 568,98 55 539,55 49 480,69 50 490,5
74 725,94 72 706,32 71 696,51 67 657,27 62 608,22 62 608,22
90 882,9 84 824,04 81 794,61 78 765,18 74 725,94 74 725,94
99 971,19 95 931,95 92 902,52 92 902,52 86 843,66 87 853,47

111 1088,91 106 1039,86 102 1000,62 100 981 95 931,95 93 912,33
120 1177,2 116 1137,96 111 1088,91 109 1069,29 103 1010,43 102 1000,62
130 1275,3 125 1226,25 119 1167,39 118 1157,58 113 1108,53 110 1079,1
140 1373,4 133 1304,73 128 1255,68 124 1216,44 119 1167,39 117 1147,77
147 1442,07 142 1393,02 137 1343,97 133 1304,73 127 1245,87 125 1226,25
154 1510,74 148 1451,88 144 1412,64 141 1383,21 132 1294,92 128 1255,68
156 1530,36 152 1491,12 147 1442,07
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	Text13: Automatiskt val av drivpaket för MAV – Ett designprocessverktyg: Detta examensarbete har utförts vid Linköpings universitet på Institutionen för konstruktions- och produktionsteknik. Arbetets tonvikt ligger på utforskandet av automatiskt val av komponenter för ett drivpaket. Specifikt för detta arbete är drivpaket baserade på elektrisk kraft och för användande i en s.k. Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV). Huvudområdena är bland annat metod för systematiskt val baserat på användarens kriterier samt modell för utvärdering av propellrars prestanda. Dessa implementeras i ett program skrivet som en del av projektet. Slutsatsen är att det är möjligt att göra ett program som är kapabelt att göra ett komponentval och att programmets användbarhet främst beror på tre faktorer: modell för propellerutvärdering, urvalsmetod och komponentdatabasens kvalité.AbstractThis thesis project has been carried out at Linköpings Universitet at the Department of Mechanical Engineering. The emphasis of the project lies in the exploration of automatic selection of components for a propulsion kit. Specifically for this project, propulsion based on electric power and meeting the requirements for use in a Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV). The key features include a systematic selection method based on user criterias and a modell for evaluating propeller performance. These are  implemented in a program written as a part of the project. The conclusion is that it is possible to make a program capable of a component selection and that the programs usability is mainly reliant on three factors: model for propeller evaluation, method of selection and the quality of the component database.
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